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Netflix has a referral program but isn’t very successful. 
What behavioural / motivational strategies could improve 
its conversion? 
          -Nihal Assadi 
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Facts / assumptions: 

1. Netflix has stopped its referral strategy in most countries 

2. Netflix has built a strong moat of quality content thereby letting go of need to 

spend on a referral strategy  

3. Netflix is investing that money into building quality content 

4. Netflix’s original referral program involved sharing a invite code with friends 

and upon successful on-boarding, the invited users got a free trial period of 

one month 

5. We will assume that we are planning a referral strategy in a country where 

Netflix isn’t as popular 

6. We will work on a strategy which is different from Netflix’s original referral 

program 

7. We will use Fogg behaviour model and hooked methods to build a referral 

strategy 
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Strategy 1: Using Fogg behaviour model 

Fogg behaviour model was designed by BJ Fogg to bring about a change in human 

behaviour.  

The three components of the model are: 

1. Trigger 

2. Ability 

3. Motivation 

More information is available here -> Fogg behaviour model 

 

Assumptions 

1. User is active on Netflix   

2. Netflix is still in growth phase  

Objectives 

1. Enable external triggers / signals to prompt users to refer 

2. Increase ability for the user to complete the referral by making it easy 

3. Inculcate motivation in users to refer  

Context 

Referral strategy involves incentivising the referrer and the referee with rewards on 

successful on-board.  

Let’s understand the typical behaviour when watching a movie or a TV series. After 

watching the movie, we want to share our opinion or recommend the movie with 

people we know. The more positive feedback we receive about the movie/series we 

recommended, the more it motivates us to recommend. Further, if we are also 

highlighted among our circles as ‘best recommends’, in the long run, this creates an 

internal trigger after watching a movie 

Solution  

Netflix can have a referral strategy wherein, the user can share the movie that he 

has watched with his friends/family not already on Netflix. The incentive for the 

referral is that he/she can watch up to 3 series or 1 movie recommended by the 

referee for free. Every successful referral gets the referee 2 series or 1 movie free 

after subscription period ends and also the chance to be part of ‘best recommends’ 

in his circle 

 

https://behaviormodel.org/
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How it works? 

Trigger -  

1. After watching a movie or series, the user is sent a push notification on 

his phone about the referring the movie to friends or family  

 

2. User is sent a notification if a positive feedback about his 

recommendation received or if his recommendations are trending 

 

3. A day after subscription date if the subscription is not renewed, the 

user is sent a notification to refer and continue watching extra movie or 

series for free 

Ability –  

1. On tapping the link in the notification, the user can easily select 

contacts from whatsapp and along with a pre formatted content can 

share with his contacts 

 

2. On tapping the positive feedback link, the user is directed to Netflix to 

share more recommendations 

 

3. On tapping link about the user missing out, the user is directed to 

Netflix to share more recommendations 

Motivation – 

1. People like to recommend the movies they found interesting. Getting a 

positive feedback about a movie they recommended further motivates 

them to recommend more. Hence, referrals can be asked to send a 

positive feedback back to the referee if they found it interesting.  

 

2. If a lot of referrals give positive feedback about the referee’s then this is 

also sent as a notification to tell user that his recommendations are 

trending 

 

3. From time to time if the user is not frequently referring, user can be 

sent a notification that he is missing out on free movies and that his 

friends are watching extra Netflix movies and series for free by their 

successful referral.  
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Problem scenarios with above 

1. Unlike repeat sharing, here the user may not want to refer a new user every time 

but the incentive to watch free movies and series should motivate the user to refer 

2. User may not like notification to be sent after watching every movie/series. This 

can be handled by suggesting in the same message to not send further notifications 

 

 

Strategy 2: Using Hooked model by Nir Eyal 

 

 

More information about hooked model can be found here -> Hooked model 

 

Assumptions 

1. User is active on Netflix   

2. Netflix is still in growth phase  

 

Objectives 

1. Enable external / internal triggers to prompt users to refer 

2. Implement easy actions the user can take on the triggers 

3. Make rewards fulfilling 

4. Increase the likelihood of returning 

https://medium.com/startup-grind/nir-eyal-why-you-are-addicted-to-facebook-slack-pinterest-468a86eb562
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Context 

Referral strategy involves incentivising the referrer and the referee with rewards on 

successful on-board.  

People like trivia about movies / series they have watched. Even greater is the 

likeness if successful answering of trivia leads to a reward. 

 

Solution 

Referee - Netflix can have a brief trivia session which can be triggered either after 

watching a movie/series or at a select time and day. Netflix can tie up with Swiggy or 

Zomato and upon successful answering of trivia, the user is rewarded with a snack 

to ‘Netflix and chill’ but before the user is rewarded, he has to share the same trivia 

link with a friend 

Referral – After successfully answering trivia, user has to create account to avail the 

reward 

 

How it works? 

Trigger –  

1. User is sent a push notification link to play trivia after watching 

movie / series or at select time and day 

2. User is sent a push notification link to play more if a referral 

successfully answers trivia 

Action – 

1.  taps on link and is directed straight to trivia screen  

2. User taps on ‘start trivia’ to begin game 

Reward –  

1. User is shown ‘you have won a goodie from Swiggy’ message after 

successful answering. However the exact goodie is not revealed 

Investment – 

1. User completes the referral by selecting contact and sharing 
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Netflix referral strategy using hooked model 

 

 Problem scenarios 

1. User might not successfully answer the trivia but the thrill of winning goodie can 

motivate him to play more 

2. User might not like playing trivia in which case he should be able to disable 

notifications 

 

 

 

 

Triggers: 

Trivia push 
notifications 

Actions: 

1.One tap navigation to 
screen 

2. One tap 'start game' 

 

Rewards: 

1. Surpise element - 
goodie 

Investment: 

Completion of 
referral invite share 


